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Ciao!
Serial Entrepreneur

○ Founder of Tooso, acquired by TSX:CVO
○ Led AI at Coveo from growth to IPO
○ Now building Bauplan!

R&D at Reasonable Scale

○ 25+ papers in 3 years on ML/NLP/IR (best 
paper at NAACL 21)
■ Collaborations with Stanford, NVIDIA, 

Mozilla, Farfetch, Microsoft, etc.
○ Organizer of SIGIR eCommerce and EvalRS
○ Adj. Prof. of MLSys at NYU

Open source

○ ~2k ⭐ in open source projects
○ Released 3 massive e-commerce IR datasets
○ Trained the 1st industry-aware CLIP, 

FashionCLIP (~500k downloads in 3 months!)

https://www.kmworld.com/Articles/News/News/Coveo-acquires-Tooso-combining-AI-with-ecommerce-132919.aspx
https://www.bauplanlabs.com/
https://aclanthology.org/2021.naacl-industry.20/
https://aclanthology.org/2021.naacl-industry.20/
https://reclist.io/kdd2023-cup/
https://github.com/jacopotagliabue/MLSys-NYU-2022
https://emojipedia.org/star#emoji
https://github.com/coveooss/SIGIR-ecom-data-challenge
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41598-022-23052-9


It takes a (distributed) village

● While I am the only speaker today, Patrick-John, Federico, 

Chloe and Ciro (and others, unfortunately without a chibi) 

share with me the credit for whatever value these ideas may 

have. 

● Obviously, all the remaining mistakes are theirs 😁 

Jacopo Patrick John Federico CiroChloe



Testing ML 
systems is hard

(2d20 malus for IR)



IR is everywhere

watch next

buy next

read next

RecSys

Sponsored Search

Digital Ads



38% of users stop shopping 
if shown non-relevant 

recommendations.*

*According to people selling RecSys APIs.



70% of people receive 
irrelevant ads once a 

month.*

*According to what I googled on my plane.

https://www.adweek.com/programmatic/70-of-people-receive-irrelevant-ads-from-brands-at-least-once-a-month-report-finds/


Testing Matters*
*According to an editorial citing 

Tagliabue et al (2022).



Why do we even test?
1. Generalization
2. Model comparison



Testing checklist

1. Create a train / test split and train a model

2. Loop over test cases with ground truths and count “successes”

3. Make a decision based on the final number: Model A KPI is 

0.424, B is 0.41, therefore A > B

G. TruthInput Model Predictions Eval



Lies, big lies, IR metrics

1. Create a train / test split and train a model

2. Loop over test cases with ground truths and count “successes”

3. Make a decision based on the final number: Model A KPI is 

0.424, B is 0.41, therefore A > B

G. TruthInput Predictions Model A Predictions Model B



The importance of being “less wrong”

1. Create a train / test split and train a model

2. Loop over test cases with ground truths and count “successes”

3. Make a decision based on the final number: Model A KPI is 

0.424, B is 0.41, therefore A > B

G. TruthInput Model A Model B Model C



Hit Rate is deceitful above all things

1. Create a train / test split and train a model

2. Loop over test cases with ground truths and count “successes”

3. Make a decision based on the final number: Model A KPI is 

0.424, B is 0.41, therefore A > B

HR 57/100: 0.52

50 / 100 
Hits

7 / 10 Hits

HR 57/100: 0.52

56 / 100 
Hits

1 / 10 Hits

vs



Why do we even test?
1. Generalization
2. Model comparison



Testing 
Re-Imagined*

* In theory, there is no difference 
between theory and practice. In 

practice, there is. 



From point-wise to bin-wise metrics 

● Instead of reporting just HR 

over the full distribution, 

report HR per frequency!



From point-wise to category-wise metrics 

● Instead of reporting just HR 

over the full distribution, 

report HR per item type!



How do we know when something is “less wrong”?

● Ideally, we would just ask people to provide similarity 

judgements for the mistakes! But that does not scale:
○ Use representational learning and approximate relevance as distance in 

the underlying space (2022);

○ Ask a Large Language Model (2023).

G. TruthInput



Meet RecList* 
* Talk is cheap, show me the code



The RecList project

● RecList spawned a popular open 

source package, the CIKM 2022 data 

challenge, the EVALRS23@KDD 

workshop, and three papers.

https://reclist.io/


EvalRS @ KDD: papers, hackathon, party

https://reclist.io/kdd2023-cup/

● 2 keynotes 
● 5 talks
● 1 new open dataset
● $2500 in hackathon prizes
● Unlimited* drinks

* Conditions apply!



Come for the papers, 
stay for the drinks!



Check out / share / add a star 
to our open source projects!

Wanna work with us? Get in 
touch!

23

https://github.com/jacopotagliabue
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